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Abstract— The indispensable expansion of social media and world wide web led to a huge growth
in the number of active users and the volume of data it created on the online social networks is
massive. We have huge volume of opinioned data available on the web we have to mine it so that
we could get some interesting results out of it with could enhance the decision making process.
Twitter is the most popular micro blogging service today. Many of the people are using twitter
services like post short messages and sharing photos etc. So most of the researches are doing their
analysis on twitter data. Here we are doing some different computational analysis which shows the
student behavior at midterm exams, and also calculate the length of the tweets which are posted in
exams time with some temporal granularity.
Keywords—extracting tweets, temporal granularity, length of tweets, classification algorithms,
comparison, association rules.
I.
INTRODUCTION
Twitter, founded in 2006, is the most popular micro blogging service today, with millions of its users
posting short messages (tweets) every day [1]. This huge amount of user-generated content contains
rich factual and subjective information ideal for computational analysis. In general, these massages
could be classified into two groups: about Twitter users themselves and information sharing. Current
research findings suggest that Twitter data could be utilized to gain accurate public sentiment on
various topics and events. With help of some popular web scrappers, we collected tweets on the
subject of midterm exams from students on twitter. Our aim was to investigate a real time Twitter
sentiment on mid exams with some time limit. At different levels of temporal granularity, our
analysis revealed the variation of different sentiment. Here what we want to observe is at which time
the sentiment was too high and too low. We observed some consistent group behavior of Twitter
users based on seemingly random behavior of each individual. And also we want to know at which
time the tweets are increased than normal one, the tweets are decreased. Also we find out the length
of the different tweets. Twitter users with positive sentiment appeared to have more friends and
followers than those carrying negative sentiment. Also, users who shared the same sentiment
inclined to have similar ratios of friends and followers, which is not true for general users.
II.
METHODOLOGY
Our analysis is to know the behavior of the student towards exams. Here we are collected the tweets
towards exams by using some popular web scrappers. After collecting the tweets we should clean the
data then perform calculation to count the word frequency for that tweets which are gathered towards
exams during on exams, before exams and after exams. We are creating some targeting key words
which are related towards exams. Apply association rules to that key words then calculate the tweets
scoring. Finally we get the graphical representation of the student behavior towards exams.
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Fig 1: Methodology of overall proposed system.

2.1 Gathering tweets form Twitter API
Data extraction is can be done by using the web scrappers. Web Scrapping is a technique employed
to extract large amounts of data from websites. Data from third party websites in the Internet can
normally be viewed only using a web browser. Most websites do not offer the functionality to save a
copy of the data which they display to your local storage[3]. The only option then is to manually
copy and paste the data displayed by the website in your browser to a local file in your computer.
With the help of the web scrapping we collect the tweets from twitter from the three different week’s
one on the exam, second before exams week, third after the exams week. At the various level of
temporal granularity the tweets and time at which tweets are placed are collected. The extracted data
is saved in different formats that can be excel, comma separated value.
2.2 Limiting the tweets
Due to the 140 character limitation on tweets, Twitters have adopted abbreviated and slang
expressions to overcome this limit[4]. Tweets also contain misspellings, and are shorter and more
ambiguous than other sentiment data such as reviews and blogs. Another feature of tweets is that
they cover a variety of topics unlike other blogging sites that are more focused on one or a few
topics[5]. As we mainly focus on tweet based on exam some of the words has been limited by
specifying the size. There are several tools to limit the tweets based on the length or the text. Our
main interest is to discover the fluctuation in the length about midterms from the particular group of
twitter users by hour, day, and week. And also we want to find out the difference between the tweets
which are gathered on exams, before exams, and after exams.
2.3 Clean the data
When we gather the tweets, the tweets may be in short cuts or it may contain some spelling mistakes
and they have some unnecessary spaces. Before performing our analysis we must clean the data
means we should remove all spaces and unnecessary data such as symbols, other information which
is not related to perform our analysis. Today there are so many tools to clean the data, and also
convert the given information as we need.
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2.4 Word Frequency
Our main interest is to find out the length of the tweet, to know the length of the tweet first we
should know the word count. And also we want word frequency to compare the tweets in different
temporal granularity. Based on the word frequency we can easily differentiate the tweets which are
posted in exams time and the normal time. Based on this analysis we can easily analyze, how the
student activities are in exams and in remaining time. There are so many popular tools are available
to calculate the word count.
2.5 Targeting Key Words
After calculating the word count we are specifying some key words which are most related to our
analysis. These key words are called as targeting key words. Here we are not considering all the
words which specified in the word count, as given above only some words which are used to create
some association rules which are useful to our analysis. Means here we are taking the targeting key
words are related to exams like time, exam, stress, etc. to perform the analysis[6].
2.6 Applying Association Rules
To create association rules we need some frequent item sets. Here we can generate frequent item sets
by using FP-Growth algorithm. In FP-Growth algorithm to generate frequent item sets we can taking
targeting key words. In FP-Growth algorithm to generate frequent item sets we are calculating
support and confidence to the given target words.
Support(s) of an association rule is defined as the percentage/fraction of records that
contain X ∪Y to the total number of records in the database. [2]
Support (XY) = Support count of XY / Total number of transaction in D
Confidence of an association rule is defined as the percentage/fraction of the number of transactions
that contain X ∪Y to the total number of records that contain X, where if the percentage exceeds the
threshold of confidence an interesting association rule X ⇒Y can be generated. [2]
Confidence (X/Y) = Support (XY) / Support(X)
Based on FP-Growth algorithm here we are generating some association rules which are related
towards exams. By selecting one of the rule in given several rules we can get the output that is in
exams time and rest of the student online activities.
2.7 Scoring Tweets
In this we are calculating the length of the tweets by using some classification algorithms. First we
can save the tweets as .CSV (Comma Separated Value) file. Then we can import the file then apply
the classification algorithm to that file. Based on our interest we can apply any classification
algorithm, here we are using naïve Bayes algorithm. We can any parameter in our analysis only two
parameters are there such as time and tweets. Based on these we can get the length of the tweet[7].
2.8 Analysis
Data extraction is can be done by using the web scrappers. Simplehtmldom is a PHP library that is
used for creating web scrappers[8]. The data extracted are placed in .txt files. By using naïve Bayes
algorithm as we specified before at what time the tweets have been occurred in maximum length or
minimum length that is after exam, before exam, and on exams. Based on calculating the support and
confidence we are analyzing the different frequent item sets that are related towards exams during on
exams, before exams and after exams.
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Fig 2: Extracting tweets during midterm exams.

Here we are extracting tweets at exams time by using some web scrappers. We are extracting any
type of data form web scrappers by specifying the website name. After giving the web site name the
web page will be open then we should give our details for the authentication purpose. Then we enter
into our page and extract the data.
Here we can store the tweets which can extracted like on exams,before exams and after exams.
Means this is a one type of database. The tweets we are extracted in different temporal granularity
which are saved in comma seperated value(CSV) files for calculating length of the tweets in different
timings.We can retrieve the CSV files which are stored in the repository. First we can drag the on
exams tweets file into main screen. Then apply the naïve bayes aalgorithm to that file by using some
label like we can take label as a tweet or else we can take time. Based on the label the length will
calculated. We are applying the same process on three different types of tweets such as on exams,
before exams and after exams.

Fig 3: Length of the tweets which are treated as on exams tweets.
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Here we are considering the density as length of the tweets which are taking in different
temporal granularity in exams time. And the colours here specified are showing the different dates of
tweets. Same procedure as before says in exams time tweets here also we can do same thing for
calculating the length of before exams time tweets. But only the difference is here we are retrieve the
tweets which are gathering in before exams time form the repository.

Fig 4: Length of the tweets which are in before exams time.

Same procedure as earlier explained in exams time tweets length calculation but only the difference
is here we can retrieve the tweets which we are extracting after exams time from the repository.

Fig 5: Length of the tweets which are in after exams time.

By calculating the length of the tweets which are gathered in different exam timings such as on
exams, before exams and after exams in different temporal granularity our analysis is completed half
of the part.
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The next part is comparing the tweets which are taking in three different exam timings such as on
exams, before exams and after exams. By comparing the tweets we can analyze the student behavior
in exams time and the rest of the time. Means the feelings of the students in exams time like he or
she may feel more stress than normal time or not in this way we know feelings of the student.
Here we should import the three types of files such as on exams, before exams and after exams. For
calculating the length of the tweets we can save the tweets as comma separated value (CSV) files but
here we are comparing the tweets so we can save these three files in note pad. And these three are
imported in a single document.
Here we are apply tokenize for dividing the tweets into different tokens. And then apply filter stop
words, filter tokens by length, stem porter, transform cases algorithms in the document in which the
three files are placed. Why we are applying all these algorithms, to compare the tweets we need
some keywords which related to the exam. So here the spaces, stop words, divide the tweets into
different stems, we can specify the minimum and maximum length of the by using filter token by
length algorithm and finally the transform cases are used to convert all the text
into single case
either in upper case or lower case.

Fig 6: Word lists of three files.

After applying all the stemming and filtering algorithms finally we get this word list[9]. Form those
three files which contains the tweets on exams, before exams and after exams. In those three types of
files the words are taken which are related to the exam and the behavior of student. The word list
contains the words in three files how many types they are repeated in each file and all the three files.
To know the behavior of the student we are applying some association rules or we can create
association rules. To create association rules we are using FP-Growth algorithm because the
association rules are created by using frequent item sets. The FP-Growth algorithm is not taking text
document directly for generating frequent item sets. So first we can convert the text into numerical
and then again convert the numerical to binomial because the FP-Growth algorithm takes only
binomial data for generating frequent item sets.
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Fig 7: Association rules are generated to know the student behavior.

The association rules are generated by using frequent item sets. Based on the rules we know the
student behavior in exams time[10,11]. From all these rules each and every rule give us one type of
student behavior. For example we can take time as a rule we know the student in the particular time
he or she may enjoy the exams or boring or feeling more stress etc. based on the rule the behavior of
the student may change.

Fig 8: Association of word time with respect to other words.

IV. CONCLUSION
As the world is getting updated the derogatory of the student has been changing in every aspect in
our daily routines. Irrespective of the importance of the issue, students make their own note in the
social blogs. The proposed system retrieves the tweets posted in social blog mainly on exams time
and specify the length of the tweet at particular time granularity[12] and also know the behavior of
the student in exams time. In opinion mining many of people are think about the sentiment analysis
but we can do different types of analysis. In this we are analyzing student behavior in mid exams and
also calculating the length of the tweets which are posted in different temporal granularity. We
performing this analysis by using some classification and association rules[13]. This system is driven
with a motivation that, it has to be easily understood and can be analyzed by any novice user to an
analytical expert. The graphical representation gives crystal clear prediction.
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